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CHAPTER II 

PERTURBATION THEORY FOR LINEAR OPERATORS. 
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II., 1., INTRODUCTION 

The' perturbation theory is a very. useful tech

nique for solving approximately the problems of physics. 

The Hamil toni an for the physical nyatem i 8 :t'irat decomposed 

into two parts. The first part ebould be a well-defined 

operator, leading to a problem which is exactly solvable~ 

The effect of the remaining part of the Hamiltonian is 

then taken into account by an approximate method. This 

however, leads to sensible results provided the second 

term is a "small perturbation", An important problem in 

the perturbation theory is to assign a meaning to the 

term •small perturbation 9
, particularly when dealing with 

I 
unbounded operators, which occur in most of the problems. 

Rellich33-35 and Kato36- 38 ini tta.ted a thorough invea

tiga.ti on of this problem and developed a genere.l forma-

lism of the perturbation theory of ~nera.l linear operators. 

In this chapter we briefly review some aspects 

of the Rellicb-Kato theory, as applied to a Hilbert space, 

which wi 11 be used in the later parts of the tbesi s .. 



II.2. DEFINITIONS 

:Let }I . be a sepe:r.able Hilbert space with 

inner-product ... <.. · / , "· ·For the physic~l apace of 

square integrable functions 

Let T be a linear operator in }I · .. Let us denote bv 
' " 

D ( T) the domain of T. · Among unbounded ope raters, the 

most important are the closed operators. 
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De fi nit ion 2 ~ 1 • A linear operator T in )i is called 

closed if for every sequence tln € 'J)(T) the erls-

tence of limite . u,., -9 \1_· and TU'n ~ lJ- imp-

lies u. -ES D (T) and T u.. mi\J-
" 

Clearly, closed operators are the i~aediate 

extensions of continuous ( '2 bounded~ operators in the 

following sense. Even though, for.an unbounded operator, 

tL -n ~ _ '\,.t, does not imply t T u VI ·1 to be 

convergent, but for tho Be !51eque:noe for which { u VI) 

and t T 4"' ) are both convergent, the requirement 

of continuity holds when T is closed. Most. of the physical 

•. 

I 
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operators are found to be closed or can be made closed by 

a sui table clJoice of the corresr:ondtng ,:oma:ine. 

De fin i ti on 2, 2 o T is ssid ~c b~ cloaable if T hae 

a closed extension" Amo;Je:, cJ.oe~~} ext~nfl:Lons of T the~e 

ia a ema.llest one, denoted by l'l 
.t ~ wbi~h is ca.li~,;d the 

closure of T., 

tet T be e. c los~ d overator" For· e.ny closable 
.,.,_, 

operator S such that S ~ T, ite domain D (S) ie 

called a core of T. 

As an example~ we eonE>ide:r an anha.rmo.n:tc oscillator, 

described by the Hamllton:lan 

h n 2 ,... J, H:::: r"'-+- ·;c + !-'' zt' 

C< 28 
which has been studied by •1imo:n •. To study the problem 

one needs to realize the well-U.efincd operator from the 

formal one given by eqn., ( 2., 2). Le:t us wr:tte 

. ~ l 
H co{, r) =- F> '}_ + C( ':L ~ + P iL ~ 

Then H (_o _, f3) :? ~ )' 0 can be shown to be a closed 

operator on the domain 

4 "" .. 
;, ~ P I'{" i ~f (o<J) 

( 2.4} . 



where is the Fourier transform of ~ 
" 

The adjoint, T* of T is d8 fined s.s folJ or·:i..' :. 

so that 

for all 

:r 1 f D (T) 
~~ 

ie dense. The domain of T wrd ch fo~_J.o'.'~E :C_-·(:!Yr, ·:;l1ie dcfi-

nition need not be dense. 

and it follows that (T*)~ ~· T 

Tis closed iff T ~ (T*)*. 

( 

tlF~ c.J.c<-=:·t~T'.'? o/ 'T,. Hence 

If Tr:T* , T is called symm.8 tr:!. c. T :1. s sa.i d to h~ 

tially self-adjoint" 

Self-ad joint opera toy-s a::-e extrem:.y ~'-'ell~b~h 81NJd., 

Such operators are . often useful to :r.•epi'E'r:H~nt t!1l':i ti.m.e-

evolution of a quantum mechanical <:iyetem., If H 1-s the 

( .) ~.Ht 
Hamiltonian and it is self-adjoint then U· .t ~e. 

is the unitary operator describing the cor:t."'2 spending 

dyne.mics of the system. A aymmetr:lc operato:c •_•;bich is 

not essentially self-adjoint may admit infinite numbers 

of self-adjoint extension·s or none. 
'-' 
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For examplt~, H (0, P ) , P > 0 i.n eqn. ( 2.3) is 

,a self-adjoint operator. 

Next we consider the stability of a clmH~d ore-

rator T under an unbounded perturbation. The ojmplest 

definition of 'small' perturbation for unbounded operators 

can be g:t ven for relatively bounded operators. 

Definition 2.4.() I.et· T e.nd A be linear operatcra 

such that 

i) D (T) C D (A) 

ii) fiA«-If o_ /(U[f-t- bfiTUtf 'U. ~ DC T) 
<.. ' 

.·, 

where a,b are non-negative numbers. 'I' hen A i a ~::~:::. said 

to be relatively bounded with respect to T or simply T -

bounded. Tbe inifimum of such b is called the 

T-bound of Ao 

If T~bound of A is !ZEro, we ca.ll A to be 

· ·· . infinitesimally small w. r~ t. T ~ Note tha.t to prove 

estimates of the form {ii) it is sufficient to prove 

.. . .. . 

them on a core of T. We now state the fundamental 

stability theorem of Kato and Rellich. 

Th. 2 ~ 1 .. J.et T and A be as defined above and let 

A be T-bound€·d with T-bound b z 1, Then S s:: T + A is 

closable iff T is closable; in this case the closures 

of T and S have the same domaino I.n particular, S 

is closed iff T is closed • 

,- n 
.-:.~ u 

.. , 



Cor.2 .1 o Any operator that is T-bounded with T-bound 

nl r:., 

1 .. 
(3 is also S-bounded with S-bound ~ ~ (!-b)-. , b.( 1 . 

To explain the Kato-Reliich theorem, we note that the 

maximal multiplicative operator ?t ,_ in eqn. (2.3) ie 

H (0, f ) -bounded with relative bound zero. Hence 

H( ot , p ) 9 ~) 0 is c loeed for any complex ~ 
L--" . 

• More-

over, for real 0( , (3'7C, H ( b( 9 ~) is a eelf-ad;Joi~nt 
-' 

operator. 

In perturbation theory the strength of the 

perturbing terms is usually expressed in terms or a 

parameter t.g. {3 in H ( o( , p ) of eqn. ( 2. 3) • In 

. such a case, we are often interested in the analyticity 

properties of the eigen values of the operator in that 
v ' 

parameter. For this, we need to deal with a family of 

operators which depend holomorphically in the perturba

tion parameter. There are several useful criteria for a 
o£ 

given family "'operators. to be holomorphio. Here we con!I'Jider 

the holomorphic ~amily of type A which is defined by the 

relative boundedness of the perturbation term with respect 

to the unperturbed operator., 

Def., 2.5'. A family T ( o( ) of closed operators, defined 

for 0( in a domain D0 of the complex plene, i a a aid to 

be holomorphic of type A if 

i) D (T ( ~ ) ) • D is, independent of' of 

a.nd ii) T (o< )U is holomorphi c for o( E D0 V lA E D. 



In this case T ( o( )u. has a Taylor expansion at each 

oe € D 0 • If, for example, 0\ ""0 belongs to D 0 we 

can write 
'l. 

T (o< )u. = Ttt +o( T1 u. + o( T2 u+-·. ' u~D (2.6) 

which converges in a disk i ndepe nd ent of u. · 

T = T (0) and T n. are linear operators with domain Do 

A sufficient criterion for type A family is given 

by the following -theorem. 

Th.2.2. 'Let T be closable with D( T) = DQ Let T n , 

n = 1,2 •••• be linear operators with domains containing 

D, and let there be constants a, b, c ~0 such that 

Then the aeries (2.6) defines an operator T ( ~ ) with 

domain D for \ ol ) t.. 1/ e ., If 
-i 

lo<l ~(.b+~) T (o() 
,..... . 

is closable and the closure a T ( ~ ) for such 01. fbrm a 

holomorphic family of type A. 

In many. applications it happens that T2 :s T3 = · ·· .o. 

In this oaae one can choose C • 0 if 

II .,-
1 

'l.t II f o. II ·u lJ + h II T u If , u ~ D. • 

Moreover, if it happens that the relative bound b • O, then 

the corresponding holomorphic family is defined in the 

entire complex plane .. 
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Considering the example of anharmonic oscillator, 

we see that since ?L
2 

is H(O, ~)--bounded with rela-

tive bound zero, H ( o< , f ) is a. holomorphic family of 

type A in o< for each fixed P ) 0. H ( 0( , ~ ) ia aleo 

a holomorphic family of type A in (3 ) 0 for each fixed 0( • 

Moreover, using an estimate of the :fbrm 

' 

it can be shown that ?L 
4 

is H( 1 , ~ ) -bounded and hence 

H(1 ~ p ) is again a holomorphic family of type A for 

complex ~ in the plane cut along the negative real 

axis. 

II.3. DEGENERACY OF EIGENVALUES., 

The eigenvalue problem which is ·or interest to _ 

ue in the present work involves a study of (i) the nature 

of spectrum (discrete or continuous) and (ii) the degene

racy, if any, of a discrete eigenvalue. The study of the 

eigenvalue problem of a closed operator T is greatly 

facilitated by introducing the concept of the correepon-

ding resolvent operator. 

Def.'}....6. If (T-z) is invertible with 

( 2.8) 
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bounded, i is said to b~lorig tbe.res9lvent set ofT. The 

operator-valued function R( z) tbus ·defined on the resolvent 

set /P(T) is called the resolvent ofT. Thus R(z) has 

domain JJ and range D( T), for arzy 

24 

. The complementEiry. set '2: ( T) of lP (T) is. called 

. the.· spectrum of T •. Thus ~ ~. 2.::: (T), if either. (T-z) ie 

not invertible or it is invertible, but has range smaller 

than }{ o Tbe part l:::p(T) of L:: (T) for which (T-z) ie 

not inv.erti ble .is known as the point spectrum~ The c.omp.. 

lement · 2: ~ { T) of ·~ ( T), ia the con-

tinuous spectruiD of T. 

Since we are interested in this work only in 

discret~ spectrum 9 we wlll henceforth assume that the 

operator T is .such'tha.t i~~ spectrum 2:(T) consists 

wholly of .point apf;ct:ra. In such a. case it happens usually 

that the spectrum . ·2:, (T). contains a bounded part ~ 1 

·, ll 
·separated from the set 2:: in such a way that a reo-

tifiable, simple closed curve r can be ·drawn so aa 

to enclose an open set containing 2:, in its interior 

and ~·tl in its exterior. In thi a case, we have the 

following decomposition theorem. 

Th. 2 .a. Lf!t 2: ( T) be · seperated into two parts 

·, """'''· .z:: , LJ · in the way d e scribed r.~.bo ve. Then we have a deco-

. )I lllll: M' .IX\ !li". m:posi tion of T accordi.ng to e. decompoei tion \;.!) 

of the a·pa.ce in such a way that the spectra of the parte 

T. -c-- I " ~ If 
H r , TH u ct!iincid e \v.i th LJ • w 

respectively and T H 1 ia boundedo Thus Z: ( T f-.i_') = L; f · 



. ' 
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where ma.y contain 

.Suppose, for example, t::H~.t ?\. .. be an isola ted 

point of '(.~i.e spectrum L_ (T)., Obviously ; "[, ( T) :l.a 

'E' 
II 

divided 1.uto two parts ' 'L in the sense of 

the above theorem., z:' co.nsists of the single point ?\ ' . any cloa.ad 'curve enclo.aing ?1. but no other point of 

I: ( T). may be chosen as r . Then the bounded operator 

( 2.9) 

is a. projection on M' s::: P)i along M 
11 

r= (.1- P) H • The 

point 'A is called . a. ( dwacr;i te) eigenvalue of .T ·. if 
I 

·the range-apace of P, M, is finite -dimensional. In this 

case dim M' is called·the algebraic multiplicity of the 

eigenvalue ?-. of' T and P is called the correspon-

ding eigen-projection. 

An eigenvalue ~ of T is non-degenerate if the 
. )> 

corresponding algebraic multiplicity has thll value1. Other-

wise, it i a degenerate. It should· be noted that the· non

degenera.cy means something more than the statement that the 

equation T'U a ")'.. u. has only one solution ( E 

geometric multiplicity o.ne). When T. ia s.elf-adjoint; 

however, ·non-deg~nerate has the usual mean1ng of T u -= .,.._ '\.t. 

having a. unique rolution. 

" -~ 



\ .. . 
A closed operator T· whose resolvent R (z) ia 

compact for each z € lP (T). is known as an operator with 

compact resolvent., Most. differential operators that 

appear in physics are of this type. The spectrum of such 
I 

an operator consists entirely of·discrete eigenvalues~ 

F~nally, the eigenvalues of a hoiomorphic family 

of. operators T ( c{· ) are given by analytic functions 'A"' (o<) 

in the following sense.. If 'A')'\ ( o<6 ) ie a non-degenerate. 

eigenvalue oi T ( 0\b) then there exists a neighbourhood of 

o(o and an anaJ.ytic f'lm~tion defined in 

that neighbourhood so that is a non-degenerate 

eigenvalue for all o< in that neighbourhood and no other 

eigenvalue of T ( C( ) is nero. .. If on the 
") 

otherhand, there is an m-fold degeneracy, then there are 

L 7Y'I. eigenvalues - for C<.' near o( 0 which 

coalesce to at Q The 

are analytic· nep..r and have at most an :;i' 
algebraic branch point there. 

We note that anharmonic oscillator energy levels 

for real. 

values of o( a.nd (3 / 0., This follows ·from th~ self-

adjointness of the corresponding Hamiltonian H ( 0{ > r) 

given in· ( 2. '3), 

4f,,• 

,.'\ 
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. . ., 

II.4. 'DIVERGENCE. OF ENERGY. S.Elt;J:ES 

In moBt of the cB.~E:H:J of sfngliiar pe.r:turbati;o·ns·. 

· a~ illustrated by the ·a.nhe.rmo~ic oscillator problem in 

the preceding section,. ·the expansion· aeries· ·O·! .an .. E(i.gen~ .. 
. . . : ' ,. . \. . ' 

value .. in. the perturbation parameter .le found to diverge. 
. . . ' . . 

. Simon gave ·rigorous proof or·. th!s fact f~r .the anharttonic 
osciilator problem<> · Since the proof has be):coni~ e. s~&~tdard. 

·'tOOl for: [J:i:mileir mOdele Of singular jH~:t"turbatio:ri th~oey~ . 
. - - . . ', . .· ·-_ . . 

' 
we review the main .argtim·ente of the. proof •. .ln pa#ticule.r 

. . . 

ft. wt.il. be.·· mown .that the·; energy level · • Er'\ (:i .? ~) ... of 

the· .anharmonic oscillator· · . . . . 4 
. H ( 1 , ~) :::: P. ~ _,~. 1t ,_ ~ ~. -x: · · · 

has a d'lve~gent Rayl.ei gb.-So~odfn&;~r pertuibati·on ee~:i,~e· 

Md.' the di Wrge.nee. i B due.·· to en esaen1;iaJ. Si.zt@ll~ttJ oi 
. ' ' ' . . . ' •"-. . 

the· fWlotion at ·r = o. · An. analysis. of the ~lo'ba;L: an~atytio · .. 
. ·- . 

. 'tructure .qf E~(1, P) will also· be_ done. 
\. ) ' ', ·. . . ' . . 

Firat,. we no.te tba~ the e~tH!rgy l.ev:ele .·. En ~e(; ~), · 

of the Hamiltonian (2o3) .aatfsfy the scaling relation, 

Ij means .in pa.rticruer 9 that 
' ' 



Thus the ... investigation of the singularity structure. 

of can be done by looking at tpe 

functi-on En ( o< :~ i) _ ·, when. _the analysi e i a a little 

simpler. From eqn. ( 2.11) it csn be shown by using-:the 

principle of analytic continu.g_tion near ~. c ()() that 

is non-analytic at· r. = o. This result 

. pr~ve a the divergence of th(e .oorresponciing perturbation 

series in ~ • However, this does not preclude the exis-

' .fl. "-1. 5 -. • tence of a eeries expansion in the pov.rers of r 

.To e1r.clude such a possibility, one needs to· 

investigate the ~?lngularitiea of 

from ~ :a 0~ The Herglotz proper-ty 

that ia satisfied by the function 

·away 

£ n (.1., P) asserts 

. that has no i.solated poles or essential . 

singular! ties. Moreover, algebraic _branch. points ha:ve no 

negative powers in their Puiaeux aeries. 

t charact.erization of non-isolated aingUlari ties

can be given by the folloWing'lifting'theorem. 
:' ' 

Let. 7 : (o ~ 1) -1' C be a curve in the u 

C\ ... plane. 

Let E Y\ (_ o<, 1) . have analytic continuation along ri 

into interval Co=>. 1.) o If the values £ n ( i (f.), 1) 

28 



have a finite limit point a.a -\.: -7 1 then E: n ( o< , i) 

hn s an isolated ai ngu1 sri ty at o( 6 :::: "'2 ( .i) 

The theorem tells us that if we have a non-

isolated singularity, whenever we approach it in some 

direction, the values EV\(o<, 1) must approach oO 

A non-isolated singularity may either be a limit point 

of isolated singularities (algebraic branch points) or 

a part of a natural boundary •. Since at m algebre.i c 

branch point eigenvalues cross, o{ 0 can only be a 

limit point of such singularities of one level E' M (_ o{, 1) 

which goes to DO as c{ -7- o< 0 , crossing infinitely 

many levels along the way. Using the Herglotz property 

and the non-ana.lyticity. of [V\(f,(3) at 

the following stronger result can also be obtained. 

Th. 2.5". E n ( i , ~) has a glob~tl cubic branch point 

at P -= 0 which is the limit point of algebraic branch 

points (or natural boundaries or logarithmic branch pointe). 

if a curve 

By global cubic branch point we mean the following: 

7: (c, 1] ~ C c1rcles around complex conju-

gate branch points in complex conjugate ways and .Y (o) = ~(1) 

then E n ( i , (3) is continuable along ~ and 
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if ~ winds about ~ ~ 0 t:hree times~ 

Moreover~ in no case does En t .1. ~ r;) return back 

to its Ori gina.l val tte if 1 winds r \.':!! (} J.e BB ths.n 

thrice. This theorem tells us that the ( Reyhdgh~ 

Schrodinger) perturbation series for E. n ( 1 ? p) 
is totally divergent. 

The nature of the di atribution of the infinite 

number of algebraic branch points (and natural boundaries) 

in. the· three -sheeted Rit\mann surface is quite complica-ted 

and not fully understood. However, two important· results 

have been derived. 

39 41 
1 CP r,oeffel and Martin and Loeffel et al were 

able to develop'. an argument which showed that the region 

l argo< I L.. 'l.fr: / '3. in the o{ -plane were f:ree from 

any singularity$ Hence it follows from the scaling 

relation ( 2.11) that En (_ i , {3) ;i.e analytic in 

the first-sheet of fue ~- plene· cut along the negative 

real axis. 

2. Simon showed that the branch pointe approa

ching p = 0 on the three-sheeted surface have an aaymp

toti c phase ±. 3 r\ /2. This means that the branch pointe 
1 

that approach ~ = 0 do so by apiral}-ng into .a.rg_{3 == 3 tr:/2. • 

The proof of this result rests on the estimate 



It thus ibllows that H ( 1 • f ) is a holomorphic family of 

type A (wi tb compact resolvents) in . r :!.n the cut plane 

a.rg (1/ (_ f[ The estimate is also used to 

prove the norm convergence of the ~esolvents 

HR.y(l~l,E)-f<~(o,£)11~ C) M 

l PI--) o+ 
( 2 II 14) 

where 
. i 

I<_.:] ( I~~ , E) ::: [ H ( "G7, I fl) - E J -
( 2.1 5) 

The convergence in (2.1~) is uniform in ~ ae long a.s ,:; 

belongs to compact subsets of the complex plane cut 

. along the negative real axiso In eqn. (2o15) , I (31 is 

taken because by a scaling of the 

. a.l way e study p 'l. + '1-- 'l-. + (3 'X.. 4-

phase of (3 one can 

by looking instead 
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at p2 + . ./rx.l. +l(31 'X'+ where -1 
1= .cLXp (- ~ i. tM-\}' P); 

It then follows immediately that 

Th. 2. ~. 

there 1 s a B so that £ Y"' ( 1, P) is anaiytio in' t f> 

on the three-sheeted surface : 0 <.I(>/~ B , IOJa-1 (3/ ~ & } • 

· .. Determination of the asymptotic phase of the 

singularities is now a etrople corollary to the above theorem. 




